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Chapter 1 : How to Add and Manage Bookmarks on Safari for iPhone
A cookie is a piece of data that a site puts on your device, so it can remember you when you visit again. To choose
whether Safari blocks cookies, tap Settings > Safari, then tap Block All Cookies.

Safari version history Until , Apple Macintosh computers were shipped with the Netscape Navigator and
Cyberdog web browsers only. A number of official and unofficial beta versions followed, until version 1.
Safari 2[ edit ] In April , Dave Hyatt , one of the Safari developers at Apple, documented his study by fixing
specific bugs in Safari, thereby enabling it to pass the Acid2 test developed by the Web Standards Project. On
April 27, , he announced that his development version of Safari now passed the test, making it the first web
browser to do so. This version was touted by Apple as possessing a 1. The necessary changes were initially
unavailable to end-users unless they downloaded and compiled the WebKit source code themselves or ran one
of the nightly automated builds available at OpenDarwin. WebKit itself was also released as open source. The
source code for non-renderer aspects of the browser, such as its GUI elements, remains proprietary. The final
stable version of Safari 2, Safari 2. This version addresses layout and CPU usage issues, among others. During
the announcement, he ran a benchmark based on the iBench browser test suite comparing the most popular
Windows browsers, [15] hence claiming that Safari was the fastest browser. On June 22, , Apple released
Safari 3. The iPhone was formally released on June 29, It included a version of Safari based on the same
WebKit rendering engine as the desktop version, but with a modified feature set better suited for a mobile
device. The version number of Safari as reported in its user agent string is 3. The first stable, non-beta release
of Safari for Windows, Safari 3. In June , Apple released version 3. The final version of Safari 3 is 3. The new
JavaScript engine quickly evolved into SquirrelFish Extreme, featuring even further improved performance
over SquirrelFish, [25] and was eventually marketed as Nitro. In the public beta versions, tabs were placed in
the title bar of the window, similar to Google Chrome. The tab bar was moved back to its original location,
below the URL bar, in the final release. Also Apple removed the blue progress bar located in the address bar
later reinstated in Safari 5. Safari 4 in Mac OS X v It also has built-in crash resistance unique to Snow
Leopard; crash resistance will keep the browser intact if a plug-in like Flash player crashes, such that the other
tabs or windows will be unaffected. It was one of the five browsers displayed on the first page of browser
choices along with Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer and Opera. The blue inline progress bar is replaced
with a spinning bezel and a loading indicator attached to it. The button to add a bookmark is now attached to
the address bar by default. Safari 4 also includes the following new features: Safari 5 includes improved
developer tools and supports more than a dozen new HTML5 technologies, focused on interoperability. With
Safari 5, developers can now create secure Safari Extensions to customize and enhance the browsing
experience. Apple also released Safari 4. The update included the majority of the features and security
enhancements found in Safari 5. It did not, however, include Safari Reader or Safari Extensions. Together
with Mac OS X Apple simultaneously released Safari 5. Safari 5 features[ edit ] This list is incomplete ; you
can help by expanding it. Safari 5 includes the following new features: Full-text search through the browser
history [35] Safari Reader, which removes formatting and ads from webpages. Extensions, which are add-ons
that customize the web browsing experience. Faster Nitro JavaScript Engine. DNS prefetching, where Safari
finds links and looks up addresses on the web page ahead of time. Improved graphics hardware acceleration
on Windows. Additionally, the blue inline progress bar has returned to the address bar, in addition to the
spinning bezel and loading indicator introduced in Safari 4. Top Sites view now has a button to switch to Full
History Search. Safari 6[ edit ] Safari 6. Safari 5 continues to be available for Windows. On June 11, , Apple
released a developer preview of Safari 6. Safari 6 also included new privacy features, including an "Ask
websites not to track me" preference, and the ability for websites to send OS X The Share Sheet options are:
Users can now see tabs with full page previews available. Tab view Mountain Lion only , which enables
movement between tabs using multi-touch gestures. Improved performance Support for -webkit-calc
Additionally various features were removed, including, but not limited to, Activity Window, separate
Download Window, direct support for RSS feeds in the URL field and bookmarks. The separate search field is
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also no longer available as a toolbar configuration option. Additionally, a new Power Saver feature pauses
Plugins which are not in use. It included WebGL support, stronger privacy features, increased speed and
efficiency, enhanced iCloud integration, and updated design.
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Chapter 2 : Enable JavaScript in Safari on iPhone - www.nxgvision.com
The iOS version of Safari found on every iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad is adapted from the desktop version that has
come with Macs for many years; however, the mobile version of Safari is very different in many ways.

Download How to Translate Web Pages in Safari for iPhone and iPad If you like to explore the internet to read
different kind of stories and articles on various sites from all across the world, you must take care of few
things. The most important factor to understand is the language. In the world, there are several languages and
what if your opened web page or article is in any other language about which you are not familiar? Surely you
would request a translator to understand the blog posts and stories. Steps to Translate Web Pages in Safari The
best way is to use an app to translate the articles and pages from other languages to your native and familiar
language. You can add the extension in your Safari browser too. We are describing the complete step by step
procedures of using top apps for language translation to help you to solve this issue. Use Microsoft Translator
App or iTranslate App Microsoft Translator and iTranslate both are great apps which can translate your
browsed and open content in your language. These will automatically translate the other languages into your
language according to your settings. These apps can alter the content into more than 60 languages, and its user
interface is also easy to understand and change anytime. You can choose any app and install on your iOS
device. You just need to install the extension of the app in your Safari browser and have to pay for the app.
You can get and check free trials too. Both of above-mentioned apps work professionally and understandably.
Here are the steps which you need to follow to use any translation app. All steps are given below. After
downloading, you need to open your installed browser, Safari. At this step, just make the switch on which is
available next to your translator app. It will allow working this app. All have done, and you are ready to go.
Set any Language of Your Preference However, you can set any language as a preferred language. Your
preferred language is that in which the web article will be translated. If you want to change the settings of
preferred language, you need to go to your translator app and tap on its Settings icon. After that, you can click
on the name of your installed Translate app and select desired language. So, you have to launch your Safari
browser and go to the page or article which you want to translate in your familiar language. After that, you
should tap on Share icon which is at the bottom. Now you need to select your installed translator app, e. Be
happy to see that the page has been translated into your preferred settings language. You are free to read in
your native language and take all benefits of internet browsing.
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Chapter 3 : Enable Cookies in Safari on iPhone - www.nxgvision.com
The Smart Search bar is a hybrid of the old address and search bars melded into one universal place to type and go.
You can access your default search provider, your browsing history, saved bookmarks, and even specific words on web
pages all through the unified Smart Search bar at the top of your.

In iOS 12 , Apple has added many new features to Safari, most of which have their own unique way of
keeping you safe online. Enhanced Intelligent Tracking Prevention When reading an article, you might see
those "Like" and "Share" buttons from social media apps like Facebook and Twitter, as well as Facebook
comment boxes. You might not be on their sites, but they know where you are. If you still want to use these
buttons, you can. According to Apple, Safari will ask your permission before lifting the blocks via a prompt,
giving you control over your own internet privacy. Image via Apple 2. Defense Against Fingerprinting On the
web, fingerprinting is a way for trackers to develop a profile of your iPhone based on the browsing data and
system configuration information collected from your device. This process is the antithesis of internet privacy,
as trackers can use this profile of your iPhone to know exactly who you are when accessing a webpage. Apple
wants to fight this practice just as much as you do. With iOS 12, the company claims it has implemented the
following in Safari to help prevent device fingerprinting: The result is a similar if not identical browsing
experience for you, while dramatically hindering the ability for trackers to uniquely identify your device,
while still letting websites deliver content to you based on your device specifics. Favicons Favicons are the
official term for the tab icons you see while using a website. These icons were previously present in other iOS
web browsers like Chrome and Firefox , but with iOS 12, Apple has added the functionality to Safari as well.
Before left and after right. Security Code AutoFill Two-factor authentication is a great way to protect your
accounts from would-be intruders even though SMS codes have their downsides , but having to retrieve a
security code via SMS or another app and then enter it each time you want to use the account in question can
be a hassle. Apple changed this in iOS 12 by allowing you to automatically fill your 2FA security codes in
from a text message. Automatic Strong Passwords With iOS 12, Apple has expanded its iCloud Keychain
feature to instantly generate strong passwords for users when setting up new accounts. The feature
automatically works whenever the user taps the "Password" field in a sign-up page. Password Reuse Auditing
Do you use the same password for multiple accounts? When viewing your saved passwords in Settings in iOS
12, you can plainly see if you have a repeated password across multiple accounts. Luckily, changing the
password in question is quick and straightforward by tapping "Change Password on Website. The alert
triangles let you know this account has a password used on other accounts. Siri Support for Passwords Apple
is continuing to improve its digital assistant, with iOS 12 being no exception. Shortcuts might steal the show
this year, but Safari makes good use of Siri, as well. If you ever need to quickly pull up one of your saved
passwords just to review it, simply ask Siri to do it for you. For example, if you ask Siri to "show me my
Netflix password," the assistant will immediately launch the password manager. This allows developers to
create AR files that will let you "quick look" at them from the Safari web browser, as well as from Mail,
Messages, and other apps.
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Chapter 4 : Top 9 New Safari Features in iOS 12 for iPhone Â« iOS & iPhone :: Gadget Hacks
Shared Links let you make a custom feed right inside the iPhone and iPad's built-in web browser, www.nxgvision.com
can add social accounts and your favorite websites to your Shared Links tab and get all the content that matters to you
in one convenient place.

It keeps getting faster and better to use. It allows you to browse any web page, add bookmarks, view copied
link and buy any goods or services. However, some people also encountered some problems when using the
browser, such as iPhone safari not working, not connecting to Wi-Fi or responding. The reason for this issue is
large the Safari itself. You can try the following tips to fix the problem. Close all the tabs and quit the app.
Then switch iPhone to Airplane Mode. Disable Airplane Mode after seconds and try to open the browser
again. Tap on "Allowed Content" and select "Websites". Switch on the "All" option to allow the access to any
websites. Then enter the password to join the internet again. You are not the only one; many users have
reported this problem. Here are some fixes you can try: Clear history and website data. You should also try to
restart iPhone when Safari keeps crashing or freezing. Restore iPhone or iPad from recovery mode. Recovery
mode restore is a useful way to fix many iPhone issues, you should also have a try when the app unresponsive.
You can download the program and install it on computer. Run the software and connect iPhone to computer,
click "Enter Recovery Mode" once the device is detected. After seconds, click "Exit Recovery Mode" to get
iPhone back to normal state. But something bookmarks will not add in Safari. If you encountered this issue
unluckily, you are recommended to: Clear cookies from safari browser. Reboot your device and then turn it
on. Then you can check if the Safari saves bookmarks. When open the web video link, users might see a blank
white block. When this problem occurred, you can: Reboot your iPad or iPhone. When they paste the link in
other browsers, it skipped normally. This issue can occur when the website Javascript is enabled or there are
too much history data and cookies on iPhone. You can disable Javascript and reboot your device. Also clean
out the browsing data. For detailed guide, check how to fix unable open link in Safari. This is pretty annoying
as you need to enter the password again and again when browsing web pages. You can try the following
troubleshooting tips: Disable private browsing mode. This problem can be related to the RAM. Most web
pages are downloaded from the internet and store in the device RAM. When the RAM is filled up, you may
not be able to open new pages. Read the guide to learn how to clean RAM on iPhone in easy methods. But
sometimes you may notice that this icon is missing, especially for those who have performed an update. If the
Safari icon disappeared from home screen, try the ticks below: Search Safari Browser on iPhone. On the
search bar, type Safari and it will show up. If the above method failed, reset your home screen. On the
restriction screen, locate Safari and turn on the icon on. If you are still facing this issue after trying the above
tricks, there might be some software glitches. With ReiBoot, you can fix any app errors and problems by
repairing the operating system. No data loss or damage will be caused during the process. Click "Download"
to start the process. Once the firmware is downloaded successfully, click "Start Repair" and follow the
instructions to repair operating system. Actually iPhone has its built-in Pop-up blocker; you can enable the
feature to stop this problem from happening again. However, some people found that the icon of this feature
grayed out on iPhone. If you are one of them, you can try the following tricks: This article has gathered all the
frequently occurred iPhone Safari problems and showed you the possible solutions. Hope you can have a
fluent Safari browsing experience on your iPhone and iPad after reading this post.
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Chapter 5 : Safari - Apple Developer
Accessing the websites which you frequently visit in Safari is super easy; thanks to a feature named "Favorites." When
you tap on the search bar in Safari on your iOS device, all of your favorite websites show up.

Launch Safari on your iOS device. Now, head over to the website you want to add to the Favorites. Next, tap
on the share button. Sponsored Links Step 4. Next up, you need to tap on Add to Favourites. Then, tap on
Save at the top right corner. You have successfully added it to the Favorites page. Based on your need, you
can also rearrange websites. For instance, you can make the important ones display at the top and put the less
significant ones at the bottom. Make sure Bookmarks tab is selected. Then, tap on Favorites. Sponsored Links
Step 3. Now, tap and hold the tiny three lines which are right next to a website link and drag it to the desired
location. Tap on Done to confirm. Well, you can easily get rid of it. Open Safari on your iOS device. Now, tap
on the bookmarks button at the bottom. Tap on Edit at the bottom right corner. Then, tap on Delete. Finally,
tap on Done at the bottom right corner to confirm. How much do you use Safari? Let us know your feedback
about it and the features you like using in this app. If you have liked reading this post, you might want to take
a glance at these articles as well:
Chapter 6 : How to Enable Favicons in Safari on iPhone and Mac
Some newer iPhone users have discovered that they are seemingly unable to save pictures from the web in Safari to
iPhone. Typically the attempt to save a web picture goes as follows; an iPhone user attempts to tap-and-hold on an
image found on the web, but rather than the familiar "Save" and.

Chapter 7 : Safari (web browser) - Wikipedia
Enable JavaScript in Safari on an iPhone or iPod This guide will step you through the process of enabling JavaScript in
Safari on an iPhone or iPod. The screenshots are taken with iOS 7, however these instructions are the same for other
versions of Safari on iOS.

Chapter 8 : 7 Ways to Clear History on an iPhone - wikiHow
When you surf the web on the iPhone and iPod touch in the Safari browser app, you can save favorites and bookmarks
so that you can quickly return to webpages you want to visit again. You can bookmark URLs to images, videos, web
pages, and anything else that can open in Safari. Bookmarks vs.

Chapter 9 : How to Translate Web Pages in Safari for iPhone and iPad
This is a bit radical, but if you're frustrated by Safari constantly redirecting YouTube links to the YouTube app in iOS and
can't deal with the prior workarounds, then simply deleting the YouTube app from iOS is a solution as well.
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